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From the farm
Amanda Owen

As our quad bikes have been
stolen, we’re using horses to
get around the farm

W

e have finally finished
getting our crop in this
week; the barns are now
full to the rafters with
sweet-smelling small hay bales. It was cause
for celebration when, finally, we stacked
the last few bales into the mew. On all
fours scrambling about in the roof space,
just beneath the slates, I found the heat
nearly unbearable. I took a moment for a
breather while Clive, perched precariously
on the bale elevator, barked instructions
on how to stack the top row of bales
tighter, preferably on edge, in order that
they could breathe. I pointed out, huffily,

at that very moment, cobwebs in hair and
sweating from the sheer exertion, that my
own breathing was severely hampered. It
was fair to say that, as time had gone on
throughout the day’s work, my mind had
wandered, flittered around thinking of
phrases, idioms and proverbs relating
to hay. “Make hay while the sun shines”,
“heyday”, “hay fever” and, of course, “a roll
in the hay”. This was absolutely never on
the agenda, “a brawl in the hay” being far
more likely as the combination of heat,
exhaustion, frayed tempers and midges all
added to the marital discord.
So, the doors are now closed, and
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hopefully we will only need to venture
back inside in deepest winter. The steepest
banks and wettest corners were mown
and, after wilting, baled into big round
bales of silage. The cut grass is preserved
by fermentation, pickled in its own
juices rather than dried by the sunshine.
Although palatable enough to the sheep,
it always proves to be more appetising to
the cattle. The bulk of these bales consists
of seaves, tough and stalky. The cows will
sort through the bales when they are rolled
out for them, up the fodder gang, in the
wintertime. Any uneaten clumps of seaves

“The following week the
thieves returned and stole
our other quad bike”
will be gathered up and used for bedding;
the animals will lie dry on the cold winter
nights. The soiled bedding and leftover
vegetation rots down on the midden for
almost a year before it is spread back on to
the fields in the form of rough muck.
This keeps Reuben occupied for the
days following haytime; at fifteen years
old never, ever does he tire of driving a
tractor. Not content with leading hay bales
towing a flat trailer, he will then spend
many happy days muck-spreading. A light
dressing applied to all of the now-bare
fields will stimulate grass growth and put
vital nutrients back into the soil.
To say that Ravenseat has become
a tourist hotspot would not be an
exaggeration as we’ve had a burgeoning
number of visitors to the farm. Once we
were purely the haunt of Coast to Coast
walkers, slogging it out on Wainwright’s
trail, and intrepid ramblers wishing to
experience the delights of heather peat
moorland, but now, particularly during

the hot spells, we are awash with daytrippers and sightseers hoping to catch
a glimpse of Ravenseat and, maybe, its
inhabitants. I can think of no finer place
to sit and enjoy the sights and sounds of
the Yorkshire Dales but, unfortunately, the
heatwave also brought with it unwanted
visitors and, ultimately, a crime wave.
We use (or, should I say, used) quad
bikes; although much of our land is still
only accessible on foot, they are (or were)
our main mode of transport around the
farm. In the early hours one morning,
our uninvited guests helped themselves to
one of our quad bikes. Fearfully bold, they
circumnavigated the barn, sidestepped
the dog kennels, and made off with our
machine. Then, to add insult to injury, our
singularly upsetting and costly rural crime
became plural crime when, the following
week, the thieves returned and stole our
other quad bike, this time leaving farm
gates open in their wake.
The first notion that we had, once
again, been robbed was when we awoke
to find the pet lambs hovering around the
farmhouse door, and Tony, the children’s
Shetland pony, in the feed store. It is
nothing short of miraculous that he did
not succumb to the effects of spending a
whole night overindulging on sheep nuts.
And so, now that the anger has subsided,
we have reached the dull realisation that
the security of our little enclave has been
breached and we have decided to adopt
a back-to-basics approach. As the police
and crime scene investigators dusted for
fingerprints, I dusted off the old saddles
and bridles that hung in the loft. The farrier
was summoned and the horses shod. We
will not be beaten and, for the time being
at least, we have merely redefined the term
horsepower. M

